
Hi-low Indoor underframe
Zitzi Flipper G2
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The Zitzi Flipper G2 is also suitable for large users.

The maximum load weight is 130 kg for the largest size!

Can handle higher loads

Flipper G2 is available with manual or electric  

height adjustment. It is also available with electric  

tilt adjustment.

Manual or electric height and tilt 
adjustment

Flipper G2 can be fitted with several different types of 

handles depending on needs and wishes.

Different handles

The Flipper G2 has a new series of footrests that fit 

all G2 chassis.

They all have two stays and are available in several 

different designs depending on need and function.

New footrests

Manual height 
adjustment with 
foot pedal

Improved tilt placement
On the Flipper G2, the tilt gaspiston is attached centered 

under the seat, which provides increased stability and better 

force distribution on the chassis.



Sizes Stl. 2, Stl. 3, Stl. 4

Max load weight 50kg (size 2), 75kg (size 3), 130kg (size 4)

Height adjustment Manual or Electric

Tilt adjustment Manual or Electric

Tilt angle 0-30° alt -5°-25°

Flipper G2 Quickies

Electric tilt (optional)
For an easier handling

Handles 
Available as accessories in 
several variants for diffe-
rent needs and functions

Height adjustment
Manual or electric 
height adjustment

Tilt in space
Improves weight distribution

Wheels
Equipped with 125 mm 
wheels for easy rolling

* The measure shows the chassis height. Highest figures are for size 4.

Directional lock 
If a travel direction lock is desired, 
it is optional on one wheel for size 
2-3 (included as standard in size 4)
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Flat seatpart
Allows different types of 
seats (seating system)

Slots in the seat plate
Easier to adjust the center 
of gravity of the seat

Siblings securing
For security and 
stability

Frame extension
Extends the front pipes to 
the wheels for increased 
stability

The picture showsThe picture shows
Flipper 3 G2., pushbar size 1,  
directional lock and electric tilt

Wheel standard 125 mm

Total width 59 cm 

Total lenght 65/77/82 cm

Seat height (min) 28/28/35 cm*

Seat height (max) 64//64/71 cm*
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Footrest 

Frame extension

Footrest divided Calf support 

Mounting system
for Delfi

Anti tipper

Delfi Pro Anatomic SITSSharky Pro Active

Drive handle Driving bowPushbar size 1 Pushbar size 2

Example accessories 
Flipper G2

Polstring vadstöd

For more information and technical data, see orderform at www.anatomicsitt.com
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Adapter system  
Universal

Suitable seating system


